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Interem is a leading global relocation services company 

headquartered in  Jebel Ali, Dubai, UAE. It is part of the USD 450 

million Freight Systems  Group, which has business interest in 

Shipping, Freight Forwarding,  Warehousing, IT / ITES, BPO and 

Relocation services. 

Having started its operations in 1995, Interem expanded its footprint 

into  Kuwait, Qatar and India in a short span of time, with a clear 

focus on the  India and Middle East business. Interem was the 1st 

MNC in the relocation  industry to start the India operations, way 

back in 1997 and today, India is  the biggest market for the group. 
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Services offered by Interem: 

 

 Packing and Moving Service 

 Relocation Services 

 Corporate/Business Moving 

 Warehousing Solutions 

 Data Storage 
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F lags   Communicat ions  Role   In  The 
Organizat ion  

Flags Comm was approached for a very special purpose. Interem was doing a good business  but 

there were other players who were taking the advantage of that. Interem being an MNC  has a 

distinguished professionalism but unfortunately many local players were using their  name for getting 

the work and when any issue arised, it hampered the brand reputation. 

Despite serving the fortune 500 brands and the most elite class, Interem’s name was not  well 

known! That’s where are entire Marcom exercise was required! 

 Marketing & Advertising 

 Brand Management 

 Digital Marketing 
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 Public Relations 



The Objective 

• Interem was looking for speedy improvement in its SERP results positioning on India, UAE and Qatar 

Google Search Engine. 

• Increase Brand name Value 

• Remove Fake Interem presence Online 

• Increase quality inquiries through organic and paid traffic 

• Maintain ORM Service. 

• Increase Conversion Ratio 

• Increase ROI 

• Establish a Better Response Rate  
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Digital Marketing Activities 

• SEO 

• SMO 

• Paid advertising 
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We accomplished our target by implementing the following solutions 
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• Website analysis and refinement suggestions 

• Competitors analysis 

• Right keyword and Audience Target 

• On page Optimization 

• Off Page Submission 

• User friendly Landing Page creation 

• Setup all possible call to action – Chat, form, WhatsApp and Call etc. 

• Maintain ORM  

• Create Best SMO Strategy  

• Add all tags on website 

• Retargeting Audience through platform 



The SEO Challenge 

With thousands of online searches for important keywords like ‘International Mover and Top Packers and 
movers' every month, the company lost precious leads because of poor search engine rankings. Online user 
engagement with the brand was minimal, with a skeletal website and negligible online presence. 
 
Interem approached Flags to re-design its website, so that it looked more professional, user-friendly and in-
line with its positioning as a premium windows solution provider. 
 
In addition to the website, Interem was keen that it must show up in top search results for heavily-searched 
keywords such as 'Office Relocation', 'International relocation' and 'Domestic Packers and movers'. 

 
In case of Interem, there were a large number of sellers offering close substitutes (including some fraudulently 
using the Interem name) There was competition from few, large organized players as well as from small, 
unorganized players 
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            SEO Marketing 
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Within 3 months of working with Flags Company, 
Interem started to enjoy Page 1 ranking on 
Search Engine for Several of its keywords. 

SEO Activities: 

• We began SEO Activities on Interem Website which grew by 

over  500% in succeeding months. 

• Interem SEO began in August 2015. An  initial slow take-off 
not with standing, extensive optimization work  resulted in a 
huge leap with the number of overall SEO Ranking and 
Traffic. 

• With the number steadily increasing, the quality of leads was  
constantly maintained. We also began to see higher 
Conversion with  the number of enquiries, i.e. positive ROI 
and growth. 

Between Aug 2015 – Till Now, overall leads for Interem grew by over 400% and Cost-Per-Acquisition was reduced 
by nearly 50%. We had acquired four times the number of leads at half the cost. 



Ranking Improvement 
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Keywords 
Initial Ranking 
(September-2015) 

After 3 Ranking 
(December-2015) 

Office Relocation NA 1 

International relocation NA 1 

Relocation services NA 1 

International Packers and 
movers 

NA 1 

Automobile Relocation NA 2 



Ranking Improvement 
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India 

Keywords Postion No. Of Keywords 

1st Page 46 

2nd Page 6 

3rd Page 2 

4th Page 0 

5th Page 0 

Out of 50 - 100 0 

Not in 100 0 

Total  54 Keywords 

UAE 

Keywords Postion No. Of Keywords 

1st Page 52 

2nd Page 3 

3rd Page 0 

4th Page 0 

5th Page 0 

Out of 50 - 100 0 

Out of 100 0 

Total  55 Keywords 

Qatar 

Keywords Postion No. Of Keywords 

1st Page 50 

2nd Page 3 

3rd Page 0 

4th Page 0 

5th Page 0 

Out of 50 - 100 0 

Out of 100 0 

Total  53 Keywords 

After 6 Month Interem SEO Keywords Ranking Status which is maintain till date 



Calculating ROI for an SEO Campaign 
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Here’s a general way to calculate ROI from an SEO campaign 
Anticipated ROI = (Anticipated Revenue from SEO efforts – Proposed Cost of SEO Project)/Proposed cost of 
the SEO project 
 
Let’s say you run an site. Your anticipated ROI can be calculated based on the average monthly visits to your site 
and average conversion rate of the site. 



The SMO Challenge 

• Increased visibility with higher brand recognition. 

• Larger community with a substantially higher number of Page Likes and Followers. 

• Higher engagement on the content being posted on their pages and community. 

• Increase referral traffic using social media  

• Higher Social Traffic on site with increased conversion rates 

• Maintain Response rate 

• Maintain ORM on Social Media 
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SMO Posts 



The Results: SMO 
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Month FB New Page Likes LinkedIn Followers 
% Increase in monthly Facebook Traffic 
to Site compared 

Nov 2020 47,980 1451 49% 

New Page Likes and Cost Per Like (CPL) for Interem Social Media Campaign 

 



            SMO Solution 
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Solution 
Three country-wide campaigns using Social Media – one for  
Engagement and the other for display advertising - were divided 
into 40  smaller, targeted campaigns based on: 

Geography: Campaigns were divided into 5 regions based on  
weather patterns which in turn influence buying patterns. 

Audience Categories: 

Companies Employee 

Continuously Traveling 

Higher management 

Mobile and desktop devices etc. 

The Facebook "Like"  and LinkedIn lead Campaign: 

We began a "Like" campaign on Facebook which grew 1000 to 48K in 
succeeding months. 

Interem Facebook and LinkedIn campaign began in August 2015. An  
initial slow take-off notwithstanding, extensive optimization work  
resulted in a huge leap with the number of overall likes, Followers and 
leads,  simulaneously bringing the Cost-Per-Like down by 80%. 

With the number steadily increasing, the quality of leads was  
constantly maintained. We also began to see higher sales with  the 
number of enquiries, i.e. positive ROI and growth. 

Between February - Aug 2015, overall leads for Interem grew by over 500% and Cost-Per-Acquisition was 
reduced by nearly 60%. We had acquired four times the number of leads at half the cost. 



Calculating ROI for Social Media 
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Social media is one of the toughest areas of marketing to justify to executives in terms of spend. That’s because 
most marketers don’t know how to calculate real ROI of social media beyond just surface level metrics such as 
“likes” or “favorites.” 
 

• Reach 

• Audience engagement 

• Site traffic 

• Leads generated 

• Sign-ups and conversions 

• Revenue generated 

 



The PPC Challenge: 

• The main challenge for Interem was reducing the PPC spends-to-conversion ratio to make the Moving 

Business profitable. It had to compete against established, There is neck to neck competition among 

players to catch consumers. And these giants had deep pockets that allowed them to keep funding 

discounts and lure customers to their sites. Under the circumstances, this was a tough ask. 

• Major challenge is to transport materials safely. People don't want to see their stuff broken as a lot of 

sentiments are attached to household goods. 

• Customer do not have so much time to wait quote.  

• Must be want fast response rate 

• Price range of other competitors 

• Due  to the presence of several close  substitutes,  an increase  in the pricewould mean driving the 

customers away to the other competitors. 
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            PPC Marketing 
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Within 1 week of working with Flags Company, 
Interem start to captured Quality leads. 20 to 30 
leads daily in starting period. Currently increase  

Geography: Campaigns were divided into 5 regions based on  
weather patterns which in turn influence buying patterns. 

Audience Categories: 

Target employees 

Target Companies senior management 

Moving 

Mobile and desktop devices etc. 

PPC Campaign: 

We began a Paid Campaign on Google and others display plateform 
which grew by over 98% quality inquiries in succeeding months. 

Interem campaign began in August 2015. An  initial slow take-off not 
with standing, extensive optimization work  resulted in a huge leap with 
the number of overall Quality leads simultaneously bringing the Cost-
Per-Lead down by 50%. 

With the number steadily increasing, the quality of leads was  
constantly maintained. We also began to see higher conversion with  
the number of enquiries, i.e. positive ROI and growth. 

Between Aug 2015 - July 2020, overall leads for Interem grew by over 400% and Cost-Per-Acquisition was 
reduced by nearly 50%. We had acquired four times the number of leads at half the cost. Currently we generate 
500 to 1000 leads per month in Qatar, UAE and India. 



The Results: PPC 
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Month Total Leads Quality in % Conversion Ratio 
% Increase in monthly Quality 
Traffic to Site compared to Last 
Month 

Aug 2020 435 99% Above 50% 76% 

Sep 2020 441 99% Above 50% 79% 

Oct 2020 478 99% Above 50% 81% 

3 Month Lead status details with quality ratio 



Calculating ROI for an AdWords Campaign 
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Calculating your ROI for your AdWords Campaign isn’t as straightforward as it might seem. 
If you have Google Analytics, you’ll notice that there’s a default tab that shows the ROI of AdWords. 
 
Google Analytics combines your total revenue from both your transactions and goals. This could potentially 
lead to double counting. For example, if a user on your site adds something to their cart, it becomes a 
“monetized goal.” 
In addition to this, Google assumes that all your revenue is profit since it can’t add in the costs of your business. 
 



Organic Traffic Improvement 
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Traffic Analysis 

Timeline 
1st Sep ‘20 to 30th Sep ‘20 1st Oct ‘20 to 31st Oct  

Increase Traffic 
Increase: +63.68% 
SE Traffic: +42.39% 
Referring: +24.51% 
Direct: +21.47% 

Increase: +55.10% 
SE Traffic: +58.07% 
Referring: +28.60% 
Direct: +29.77% 



            Results 
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• ROI increase by 300%  
• Lead generation increase by 400%  
• Leads generated from Facebook increase by 400%  
• Cost-Per-Acquisition reduced by 50%  
• Cost-Per-Lead reduced by 50%  
• Average Cost-Per-Click on Google reduced by nearly 40% and corresponding Ad rankings improve by 20% 
• 1000+ leads generated 
• 500+ posts created across social media platforms 
• Min 1 Lac moving in 1 year – 2018 data 
• 4000+ Video Survey via the website 
• 100+ million impressions through social media 
• 500+ million impressions through Google ads 
• Increase response time  
• Reduce customer complaint using Fast response rate and feedback  

 
 

Between Aug 2015 to Till Now, we saw:  



Offline MARCOM 
Activities 

 Showcase for 



HOW FLAGS  PLAYED  THE  ROLE  OF A MARCOM AGENCY? 

As an integrated MARCOM agency, Flags took upon the complete exercise for  

branding and rebranding Interem Relocations.Steps followed were: 
 

 Understanding the entire relocation market with thorough study of key  international 

players 

 

 SWOT analysis was carried out which the even brand had not done before 

 

 Understanding the competitors and their working. 

 Interem has a bouquet of services which it offers. Hence customised  

communication strategies were drafted for different services. 

 Apply Compressive Digital Marketing Plan to Increate Brand Awareness and Quality 
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MARKETING COMMUNICATION 

 While some of the Interem’s services required B2C communication, the 

larger  part of Interem’s communication was B2B with the primary target 

being: 

 

 Corporates 

 

 Business houses 

 

 Expats and Diplomats 

 

 Inter-city or International shiftings 

 

 Intra-city relocations 
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B2B COMMUNICATION 

 Internal communication was channelized. Internal branding exercise was carried 

out. Truck branding, uniforms, corporate requirements etc.. everything was  

handled by Flags 

 

 Lot of focus was given to the employee communication 
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B2B COMMUNICATION 

 Brand achievements and accreditations/ certifications were being  

communicated to the stakeholders. 

 Trade magazines and other communication mediums were used for  

communicating brand usp’s. 

 

 Events were organised to get the stakeholders together. 

 

 Lot of emphasis was given on agent communication as that was the key. 
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Interem Offline MARCOM Work 

 Umbrella Brand campaigns with a mix of service specific campaigns were rolled out 

 Differentiation campaigns were required to make Interem look class apart from  

others. 

 





 Marketing strategies were made for important partnerships and associations and  

then the relevant communication was being carried out. 

 Communication material and presentations for various international markets were  

designed keeping in mind the nature of service being provided there. 
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Strategies Worked on 
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 Strategic communication were derived for important partnerships 
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PR exercise was carried out to create awareness around 

the brand 
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B2B COMMUNICATION 

 Multiple Direct communication from the CEO’s Desk were rolled out 
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Flags Communications takes immense pride in our 

association  with Interem Relocations. 

We share excellent rapo with the brand and the 

story  continues… 
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ACHIEVEMENT/ SUCCESS STORY 

 There is a visible change in Interem from Pre Flags to post Flags era 

 Interem has largely got rid of their biggest problem of how to handle fake  Interems 

 Increase Quality corporate and international inquires with high Conversion Rate 

 The corporate feeling is much visible in everything the organisation does  today even to the end 

customer 

 Increase brand name searches 100 to Min 10K Monthly 

 

 Excellent ROI achieved for the undertaken marketing efforts 

 Last but not the least, 4 years down the line, Flags is still the Marcom agency  for the company 
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We had a challenge in hand for onboarding an agency 

which  understood both B2B & B2C Marketing. Not just 

that, it  required to have an acumen of International & 

Domestic  marketing too. Flags turned out to be the best 

bet for us, as  they just didn't understand our business 

and growth plan but  also created an excellent way 

forward strategy . We continue  to grow across the 

markets we operate in and we value our  journey with 

Flags a lot . We look forward to many more years  with 

them as our marcom partners. 

 
RAHUL PILLAI 
CEO 
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Top Recognized Campaigns 

(for Interem) 



Awards & Accolades 

Please Add the same 



CONTACT DETAILS 
Email: 
abhishek.tilwani@flagscommunications.com 
Landline: 011 4575 7575 
Mob: 8130666517 
Nirmal Shah-7303287293 

Thank You 


